Wellington Freshwater Hui
Wednesday May 11 th 2016, 9:00 - 4:00pm

Island Bay Marine Education Centre

Hui Proceedings

Purpose

The purpose of the Wellington Freshwater Hui was to provide an
opportunity for those involved in freshwater restoration to come
together for a day of collaboration, professional development,
networking and inspiration.
•

Objectives
•
•
•

Provide a forum to share technical and practical approaches
to restoration;
Opportunity to learn from experts on biodiversity restoration;
To strengthen connections and networks between community
groups, iwi, local and central government; and
To prove a forum to jointly identify new opportunities for
action for freshwater.

With thanks to our supporters.
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Keynote:
Nicola Toki
Protecting our
Freshwater
Biodiversity

Nicola Toki Threatened
Species
Ambassador,
Department of
Conservation.

The single greatest challenge with NZ conservation is people’s knowledge (or their
lack of it). People don’t know what species exist in New Zealand so it is important for
us to get out there and tell people about what we have.
We need to connect people to the message – this is as critical for species conservation as
is it for ecosystems.
The Kardashian Factor. Unfortunately, people connect more with this group of women
than with nature conservation!
So, we need to find ways to engage people in conservation. For example, the Royal
Cam – http://www.doc.govt.nz/royalcam has now had the equivalent of 9 years of
views on YouTube and DOC is running a competition to name the chick. Naming
creatures can allow us to tell a story and engage the community, creating a reason to
care.
How do we go about connecting people to nature? Here are some other ideas:
• Could tuna be a ‘poster boy’ for freshwater? Maybe whitebait, inanga?
• Inanga – Represent mountains to the sea
• And then using social media to promote species
Conservation needs champions, we are all ambassadors.
Be LOUD and be heard!
Reaching the public: To do this we need to:
• Change their mood
• Change their minds
• Change their actions
Jane Goodall – The greatest danger to our future is apathy
Our challenge is to get people inspired!
You can follow Nicola’s weekly segment on National Radio for Critter of the Week.
Critter of the Week - The Inanga.
And the DOC Threatened Species Ambassador facebook page
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Presentation: Leana
Barriball and Raewyn
Klenner. Freshwater
Values and Iwi
Perspectives
Presentation: Mahina-arangi Baker. Tribal
Freshwater Health Index
Please contact Mahina directly
for a copy of the presentation.

Leana Barriball, Raewyn Klenner and Sharli-Jo Soloman.
Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira
Mahina-a-rangi Baker,
Te Atiawa ki Whakarongotai Charitable Trust

The Maori World View is the lens that Maori use to make sense of the world, and
through the connection with the atua, whakapapa and through kaitiakitanga.
The measuring scale for the natural world is the Mauri or life force. If something is out
of balance, then the Mauri is unhealthy.
Mai uta te kai
• Incorporates a holistic approach
• Matauranga Acknowledgements
• Capacity and capabilities building
• Building relationships.
Partnerships and Projects - Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira are working on a number of
projects and with a number of partners on
• Fish surveys
• Stream restorations
• Harbour and stream clean ups
• Tree planting
• Working on Kapiti and Mana Island - Involvement with translocations of kiwi
Mahina-a-rangi Baker: Developing a Tribal Freshwater Health Index
The Tribal Freshwater water health index is based upon 6 key components
• Mauri: life force or energy that drives the whole river catchment
• Te Ao Turoa: the natural rhythms and patterns of the environment
• Maramatanga: management is informed by enlightened practice
o Planning and management informed by tribal knowledge
o Generations of tribe still use traditional methods and knowledge
• Mana: social security and cohesion of the community, and the authority of the
tribe is observed and upheld.
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•
•

Wairua : Spiritual and Emotional well-being of the people.
Whakapapa: the health of the river is a reflection of the health of the people of
Whakarongotai.

In contrast a science/government measurement of river health focuses on the
physical atributes – such as phytoplankton, total nitrogen, E Coli, disolved oxygen etc..
There is a big disconnect and people need to have a connection with the river in order to
want to protect and preserve it.
When we think about issues for freshwater and the mauri of our stream and rivers, we
are facing a much larger issue around spiritual and cultural connection. All aspects ecological, biological, economic, spiritual and cultural aspects of the environment are
important.

Presentation: Zoe Studd.
Whitebait Connection.
Opportunities for
education and community
engagement

Zoe Studd
Community
Outreach
Programme
Manager,
Whitebait
Connection

The Whitebait Connection Wellington is part of the national Mountains to Sea
Conservation Trust programmes. In Wellington the Island Bay Marine Education
Centre is the umbrella organisation for this, and the sister programmes Experiencing
Marine Reserves and Healthy Harbours.
The aim of the programmes is to create kaitiaki for our rivers harbours and coast. This
is done through creating a connection to nature with school and communities through
hands-on programmes and engaging delivery. The programmes are offered across the
greater Wellington region - anywhere there is water!
The programmes are usually delivered as part of a term long inquiry, and then lead
into Kaitiaki or Action projects such as clean up’s, tree planting, cape pondweed
eradication, stream monitoring, inanga spawning site restoration etc.
Partnerships and collaborations are a key component of the programmes and help
students and community groups to achieve their kaitiaki project goals. The WBC team
are available to help support community groups and school groups with education
and action projects.
National Whitebait Connection Page http://www.whitebaitconnection.co.nz
Facebook Page for Wellington whitebait connection- wellington
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Presentation: Mark
Taylor. Inanga spawning
site identification and
restoration

Mark Taylor,
Environmental
Consultant - Aquatic
Ecology Limited

Mark has 32 years of experience in freshwater and founded Aquatic Ecosystems
Limited. He first became involved in Inanga spawning in 1998 when DOC were
concerned and eager to learn more about how to conserve and manage their habitat.
There is now a database of spawning grounds that have been located across NZ. The
last survey in Wellington was 2001. Mark has just been involved in completing the
most recent survey in Wellington. Findings from this survey are coming.
The objectives from his most recent survey in Wellington were to locate suitable
spawning grounds and potential spawning grounds. Spawning areas were found at
Waikanae river, Porirua harbour, Horokiwi, Pauatahanui, Kenepuru, Porirua,
Waiwhetu (lots of inanga thanks to restoration efforts), Wainuiomata (large spawning
reach), Lake Onoke (male inanga seen in the outflow stream but no spawning ground
found yet) and Whangamoana – 2002 found, strong suspicion but not found yet.
Other sites that didn’t yield a find were Otaki, Hutt river (an old DOC record, but area
is now severely eroded) and Lake Wairarpa (once, but not now due to habitat loss).
Looking for spawning habitat
When Inanga spawn their eggs stick to the grass roots. They are usually found around
the saltwater wedge but can be upstream and downstream of this. Habitat needs to be
humid and protected. Historically the Avon river used to have so much milt in it that
whitebait were known as cow fish and spawning activities made the river turn white!
You first need to identify salinity change (salt-water wedge) at high tide over full/new
moons. Low tide searches deep into the grasses are where you need to look. It’s
important to stake out the area and be aware of trampling the eggs. Searching from
the river can be beneficial to avoid this. Map and record the location.
Key management issues for inanga spawning habitat are pedestrian esplanade
mowing, stone cladding on banks – whitebait will not spawn in these sites, pollution
oil spills, sedimentation – very rare to find eggs in areas of high turbidity, weed
invasion – hard to get into the grass for the whitebait so cannot lay eggs.
There are important community engagement opportunities – as the spawning areas can
sometime be small and whitebait will return there year after year, raising awareness of
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the spawning site and having field trips and education about the issues would be a
positive action to take.
In terms of helping provide better habitat for the Inanga, the less steep the bank the
better as spawning band is larger. Re-engineering areas can be beneficial but require
more planning and management. Stock grazing and trampling is an issue, river works
also can also cause a lot of damage.
There are lots of spawning sites around Wellington that need protection, and the
community has a key role to play. Management lends itself well to community
involvement
Mark also answered questions from the audience. Key points made were
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trout compete for space and food with galaxids. Ducks also eat the eggs
Ideal plant communities for inanga vary. Introduced grasses can be good spawning
habitat too, so a mix can work well.
Mice and rats do eat the eggs so it is practical to trap
Other species of whitebait such as banded kokopu and giants don’t need to go to the
sea.
Climate change is a promise, and sea level rise will effect the location of spawning
grounds
Site management for removal of pest plants should be a transition into natives. A
gradation is best to not elliminate spawning grounds.
Mahina-kai. Define it and include habitat required. This may help to provide leverage
in the discussion around policy and management
Database management of the Inanga Spawning database is the DOC and University of
Canterbury.

Workshop
Session 1:
Identifying
Opportunities
for Enhancing
Inanga
spawning
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Working in groups on maps of different parts of the region, participants identified
both current and potential opportunities for enhancing Inanga spawning.
Potential Projects/Issues identified included:
Porirua
•
•

Inanga Spawning Restoration – Kenepuru Stream
Getting more secondary schools involved

Kapiti
•
•
•
•

Inanga spawning potential – Whareroa stream
Massive fish passage barrier – 3m drop at Paekakariki, where the stream comes out
under the SH1
Restoration of wetland
Fence and planting streams running through farms. Otaki

The green dots on the maps in Appendix One identify the current sites, and green dots with
a P, the potential sites for enhancing inanga spawning.

Presentation: Aslan
Wright-Stow. Citizen
Science - developing a
monitoring
programme for your
stream

Aslan Wright-Stow,
Principal Technician Freshwater Ecology,
NIWA

Monitoring your stream and restoration project has a number of key benefits. It
allows you to learn from successes or failures and allows for an adaptive restoration
approach. It can also help secure continued funding and volunteer support.
It is important to define what restoration success looks like:
•
•
•
•
•

Clear goals
Making sure monitoring tools don’t dictate goals
Reference condition compare to alternative site that ma not be impacted but have the
same conditions
guiding images
having as approach

Designing a programme

1. Clear goals: what is happening in the ecosystem? Approaching from a cultural
perspective
a. what are goals (water quality, habitat, ecosystem functioning)
b. what are the indicators (shade at water surface, water temperature, clarity
etc…
c. how long will it take to see restoration? May be years
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

d. Huge nmber of indicators we can monitor that will determine if we are
successful
Identify catchment constraints – pollutants for example
identify an end point
choose indicators to measure goals: what is needed to meet the goals
identify what constitutes success
be realistic about timescales for success: more chance of being sucsessful if you are
realistic.

There are a number of tools that can help groups identify their goals, and find the
right tools for their project. For example:
SHMAK Stream Health Monitoring Assessment Kit: used for monitoring stream health
and biodiversity. You can use the NIWA Website for identification and the kit comes
with database entry – put in the data, it will tell you quality of the stream
An exciting new project also underway doing surveys using Tau Korua – as a tool for
monitoring korua populations. These can be left in the stream for 2-6 weeks and
creates a habitat for the koura, and surveys can then be undertaken.
Recent research from NIWA in partnership with councils and community groups has
shown that citizen scientists are good on most variable for monitoring stream health.
Some are definitely stronger at some more that others, and these are good areas to
develop.
There is a great need for have somewhere that groups and schools can enter data and
see where other groups are working/monitoring. This will also help to keep groups
engaged in the monitoring as they can see the on-going value of their work.
Restoration Indicators Toolkit
SHMAK - Freshwater identification guide

Workshop Session 2:
Identifying Opportunities
for Enhancing Monitoring

Working in groups on maps of different parts of the region, participants identified
both current and potential opportunities for enhancing monitoring.
The red dots on the maps in Appendix One identify the current sites, and red dots
with a P, the potential sites for enhancing monitoring.
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Presentation: David Moss.
Fish Passage Barriers/
Creating Artificial Fish
Habitat

David Moss, Freshwater
Biodiversity Team, DOC.

(link to presentation – not
yet available)

Wellington is an interesting place – we use 425 litres of water per person per day (this
is double Auckland’s per capita use). The difference is that Wellington is not metred.
Water is precious but we don’t use it as though it is.
Our urban streams are not always pleasant, tend to be heavily modified, and in need
of some love. Urban streams often have hard surfaces, fish don’t like the chemicals
and sediment and they have to deal with storm water, drainage, sump, and runoff. In
contrast a native stream will have range of algae, habitats, range of insects, cool water,
and clean bubbled water.
Flashiness of urban streams is also a problem (quick input of water because of
impermeable surfaces). Water managers like water to disappear quickly and concrete
removes water quicker, but it’s not as good for biodiversity. We need to soften the
bottom of stream, and do what we can to create habitat and make fish passage a bit
easier. There are ways to do both with some compromise along the way.
In terms of fish passage barriers, different fish have different responses. Koaro for
example are good at getting up waterfalls and steep catchments, they need the fast
flowing bush habitats. Some fish species are good climbers/survivors and you find
them in places you least expect to find them, e.g. eels, we found 22 eels in 100m
stretch of a road side drain!
There are a range of natural barriers, waterfalls are a good example, and events such
as earthquakes can also cause geographic variability in species.
Artificial barriers (man-made) can prevent freshwater fish from being able to migrate
to and from the ocean. Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

Pipes – increase velocity
Culverts – need to be built into the stream bed
Tide gates – in harbours
Perched pipes
Water quality

Who can help deal with fish passage issues?
•
•

Department of Conservation
Fish and game council – advocate for habitat
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•
•

MPI – quota managed species (eel – if you are concerned, work with them to seek to
reduce the quota)
Local government – freshwater and biodiversity – find out who the contacts for local
councils/councillors.

Things you can do
•
•

Walk your stream – carry a GPS, mark the sites where you spot problems.
Can we fix them? Can you replace it? Solutions don’t need to be hard. Look for simple
solutions.

Replacement of fish passage barriers
•

When getting consent, easier to replace like for like… however better to replace with
bigger and better.

What are ways to overcome difficult people not willing to help?
•

Go higher, go public, approach other areas and get other groups involved, involve local
iwi

Creating artificial habitat for fish:
Fish like complexity and different fish like different things. Need to have a range of
habitats, protection, food sources and flow. They need as natural a system as possible
– things like rocks, logs, old rotten things, leaf litter, shade, meandering areas, soft
vegetation on edges. Where these things aren’t possible (i.e. in highly modified
streams) people have come up with some novel approaches to creating habitat and
reducing flows in culverts etc to allow fish to get up-stream to more suitable habitat.
It’s important to encourage people to get out and engage with their stream. Fish are
nocturnal so the best viewing is at night and is a great way to identify what fish you
have. The barrier may not be a barrier if you are finding fish about and below the
barrier. Check it out first to identify what you’ve got happening. Spend time in your
stream.

Workshop Session 3:
Workshop: Identifying
Opportunities for
enhancing fish habitat

Working in groups on maps of different parts of the region, participants identified
both current and potential opportunities for enhancing fish habitat.
The blue dots on the maps in Appendix One identify the current sites, and blue dots
with a P, the potential sites for enhancing fish habitat.
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Workshop
Session 4:
Identifying
Priority
Project(s) for
Freshwater
Biodiversity.

Working back in regional groups, participants looked across all the data gathered on
the maps, and determined a series of new projects. (Each group was asked to identify
at least one, and up to three new project opportunities.) The projects identified were:
Kapiti:
1. Whareroa Stream Inanga Spawning QE Park
2. Waterways enhancement Rangiuru Stream
3. Wainui Stream catchment plan
Wellington
4. Meaningful community stream monitoring programme
5. Whitebait habitat / spawning site investigation
6. Tuna TV- a live stream of a live stream!
Hutt
7. Hutt River Silverstream Weir
8. Investigation of Western Hutt Streams
Porirua
9. Monitoring / guardianship with secondary schools
10. Inanga spawning restoration in various sites
The details of each of these are included in Appendix Two
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Workshop
Session 5:
Needs,
Opportunities
and Action.

What needs/opportunities are there for cross-group or co-ordinated efforts to
support on the ground projects?
The following ideas were identified, with the first three being the agreed priority
opportunities:
1. Getting involved with the Whaitua groups
a. Get engaged with the Whaitua processes.
Action: Everybody
2. Direct local discussions of this at political level as an election year matter
a. Questionnaire on fresh water to potential local government candidates in
regards to their policy
b. Could be extended to cover wider environmental issues
Action: Friends of the Hutt River, support from all groups who would like
to use the template.
3. Community monitoring project – taking this wider e.g. links with Nature Watch
in other regions
Action: Wellington City Council- McFanway , DOC – David Moss, Greater
Wellington- Jo Fagan; Whitebait Connection – Zoe Studd, NIWA -Aslan
Wright-Stow
Other ideas identified:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Utilising technology to share information, to network, and to gather and share
monitoring information in respect of the health of the regions’ catchments.
Share it more widely for engagement purposes
Regional web page where you could share successful projects e.g. Nature Space –
promote it
o Create a Freshwater Space in Nature Space e.g. filter for search function
Co-ordinating effort of flow Scientists/Ecologists with Engineers e.g. Wellington Water
Advocate for every council to have a Freshwater commissioner
Clearer path of how community groups can engage with Council’s and other agencies
Put in place training for Regional/District councils for engaging with community
groups without taking over
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Appendix One: Mapping of Current and Potential Projects



Key
Green Dot = current project to enhance inanga spawning;
Green with P = potential project to enhance inanga spawning



Red Dot = current monitoring project;
Red with P = potential monitoring project



Blue Dot = current project to enhance fish habitat;
Blue with P = potential project to enhance fish habitat.

For high resolution versions of these maps please contact Zoe.studd@gmail.com
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Upper Hutt

15

Lower Hutt - Wainuiomata
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Wairarapa

17

Wairarapa

18

Wellington

19

Porirua

20

Kapiti Coast
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Appendix Two: Freshwater Enhancement / New Project Ideas
1 Kapiti
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Whareroa Stream QE Park
Project Description:
Inanga Spawning
identify any areas
if none create/enhance
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Jan Nisbet
Organisation:

Kapiti Biodiversity Project and Friends of QE

Email:

bikeridingnz@outlook.com

Phone:

027 358 5611

First Three Steps
1)
Contact someone to help us identify spawning area – actual/potential
Who:
Zoe Studd
By when: mid June
2)

If present
– identify the area
If not present - create
Who:
By when: September

3)

Monitor!
Who:
Kapiti Biodiversity Project Ecology Group
By when:
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2 Kapiti
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Enhancement of waterways network from Wananga method of restoration of
Mauri of [COPTB, wetland] to outlet areas of Rangiuru Stream in Otaki
Project Description:
Restore wetland, plant riparian, area to Rangiuru Stream
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Di Buchan
Organisation:

DB Environmental Trust

Email:

db@corydon.co.nz

Phone:

06 364 0180

First Three Steps
1)
Meeting between Trust and Otaki – Porirua Trust Board to get mandate for
work
Who:
Mahinarangi Baker
By when: July
2)

Meet with KCDC, GWRC, Land-Owners, Trust etc to agree Plan of action
(to be drafted by GWRC)
Who:
GW
By when: August

3)

Begin Wetland restoration
Who:
All in accordance with Plan
By when:
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3 Kapiti
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Stream catchment plan Wainui Stream

Project Description:
Sub-issue with urgent action required
When the road is built it will become too expensive (millions) to fix)
3M drop FPB in Transmission Gully roading project
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Flo McNeill
Organisation:

Friends of the Paekakariki Streams

Email:

florencemcneill@gmail.com

Phone:

021 139 3581

First Three Steps
1)
Quotes and funding for Consultants to develop plan
Who:
By when:
2)

Raise awareness at all levels – Political, community, media, councils of the
Requirements in the Resource Consent for this project. They are obliged to
provide for fish passage but have overlooked the issue, and say it is now
too late to address.
Who:
By when:

3)
Who:
By when:
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4 Wgtn
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Meaningful Community Stream Monitoring Programme
Project Description:
Wellington Wide Community Monitoring
Network of monitoring groups for streams Wellington City wide. Ongoing
monitoring. Oversight group of people. Develop database.
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Myfanwy Emeny/Liz Gibson
Organisation:

WCC/Whitebait Connection

Email:

myfanwy.emeny@wcc.govt.nz

Phone:

021 227 8949 (or could be 8549)

First Three Steps
1)
Determine who should be involved GWRC/WCC/NIWA/Enviroschools/DoC
Who:
Myfanwy/Liz
By when:

5 Wgtn
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Whitebait habitat/spawning site Investigation/Restoration
Potential sites
Makara
Owhiro
Kaiwharawhara site
Kopuho Reserve Catchment
Te Kopahou (Hāpe Stream)
Project Description:
Exploring local restoration potential spawning sites
Build into monitoring
Initial Contact Person
Name: Liz Gibson
Organisation:

Whitebait Connection, iwi and other organisations also key
stakeholders on a river by river basis.

Email: lizgibson@octopus.org.nz /zoe.studd@gmail.com
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6 Wgtn
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Tuna TV
Project Description:
TUNA TV
Owhiro Bay School
Karori West
Ngaio School/Kindy
-

{ live stream of live stream
{ tuna town house
{ feeding times
{ swimming hole

Initial Contact Person
Name:
Tim Park
Organisation:

WCC

Owhiro Bay School – School Contact - Jess and Jude
Email:

tim.park@wcc.govt.nz

Phone:

021 247 9739

First Three Steps
1)
Scope project and get approvals – resource consent?
Who:
Tim
By when: Xmas 2016
2)

Set up and testing stream and website
Who:
WCC
GoLive! – DoC Nic Toki
By when: Terms 1 and 2, 2017

3)

Comms/Feeding – learning outcomes
Who:
Schools to manage comms/feeding
By when: Term 3, 2017
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7 Hutt
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Hutt River Silverstream Wair
Project Description:
Investigate ways to either further enhanced access of fish over the weir or
removal of weir itself
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Pat van Barkel
Organisation:

Friends of the Hutt River and Forest and Bird Upper Hutt

Email:

pvanb@clear.net.nz

Phone:

0211459789

First Three Steps
1)
Identify who to meet in Greater Wellington
Prepare project brief
Who:
By when:
2)

Meet Greater Wellington
Who:
By when:
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8 Hutt
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Report/Investigate Western Hutt Hill streams
Project Description:
Check
Fish passage/barriers
Fish diversity
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Beth Reille
Organisation:

Forest and Bird

Email:

bethr@osocel.org.nz

Phone:

04 565 3893/027 693 6257

First Three Steps
1)
Mapping
Who:
By when:
2)

Sites visits
Who:
By when:

3)

Report to HCC
Who:
By when:
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9 Porirua
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Monitoring/Guardianship – Secondary Schools focus
Project Description:
Secondary School grounds
Mana - Mahinawa
Tawa Aotea - ?
Marsden Whitby
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Francis Foresyth
Organisation:

Francis Foresyth/Mana college restoration of Mahinawa

Email:

10 Porirua
FRESHWATER ENHANCEMENT / NEW PROJECT IDEA
Inanga Spawning Restoration
Project Description:
Inanga sites – urban/city centre plans
Concern about stream side mowing all the way downthe banks during
spawning season
Improving Inanga spawning habitat at Kahotea/Hukatai and Keneperu
Stream
Get schools involved / NZTA permission needed for Kenepuru.
Initial Contact Person
Name:
Zoe Studd
Organisation:

Whitebait Connection/PCC/Ngati toa

Email:
Phone:

zoe.studd@gmail.com
021 707 881

First Three Steps
1)
Speak with PCC and NZTA about land at Keneperu Stream/potential for
spawning restoration
Who: Zoe Studd
By when: end of May
2)
Trial of straw bales and engage with schools for planting/education
opportunities.
Who:
Zoe Studd
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By when: end of May
Other Ideas Discussed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Old industrial site given consent to discharge arsenic through McKay’s –
Pekapeka expressway
KCDC use of CIPP Cured In Place Pipe – toxicity issues
Dredge rather than plant as method of weed control of weeds in stream
South Wairarapa Coastal areas – what is the process for future
survey/investigation?
Needs to have local group input to the next iteration of Inanga Spawning Survey
design and work in Wairarapa Moana
Treaty settlement opportunities as well for catchment scale/local level
engagement.
Duck Creek – Transmission Gully
Flat Surface – run off inputs

ENDS
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